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Martin Hearson’s Imposing Standards: The
North-South Dimension to Global Tax Politics is a
timely monograph that dives into the puzzling his‐
tory of tax treaty negotiations between higher-in‐
come countries in the global North and lower-in‐
come countries in the global South during the last
half-century. Hearson investigates how the inter‐
national tax regime constituted by a treaty net‐
work of over three thousand bilateral agreements
has come to harm the global South and its devel‐
opment trajectory. The book strives to explain why
lower-income countries have historically signed
international tax agreements contrary to their
long-term interests. It is composed of eight
chapters, including the introduction and conclu‐
sion. Chapter 2 examines the history of interna‐
tional business taxation, and chapters 3 and 4 elu‐
cidate his theories of tax competition and transna‐
tional policy communities, respectively. The re‐
mainder of the book examines the case studies of
the United Kingdom, Zambia, Vietnam, and Cam‐
bodia. Overall, it is a compelling read that illumin‐

ates new directions for inquiry in the internation‐
al business taxation subfield.
If, as Hearson suggests, tax treaties do not ne‐
cessarily attract inward foreign direct investment
(FDI) and harm capital-importing countries, and if
lower-income countries are not genuinely motiv‐
ated by tax policy competition, then there are two
critical questions. Why do lower-income countries
sign such treaties in the first place, and why do
they give so much away in the process? Hearson’s
main argument is that the complexity and obscur‐
ity of international tax “give considerable power
to actors whose authoritative command of tech‐
nical knowledge is recognized, allowing them to
shape others’ preferences” (p. 21). For the per‐
ceived roles of tax treaties are constructed differ‐
ently by different actors along two axes: global
North to global South, on the one hand, and the
extent of a person’s technical knowledge, on the
other. Along these axes, actors negotiate treaties
in a framework of bounded rationality, meaning
they use cognitive shortcuts to filter available in‐
formation. A lack of complete information and ca‐
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pacity in the global South is responsible for tip‐

consisting of seventy-five interviews with ninety-

ping the balance in favor of the global North. The

one stakeholders involved in the treaty-making

transnational tax policy community centered at

processes, participant observation in international

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

meetings, official historical documents, and sec‐

Development (OECD) also codifies the “right way

ondary sources. Chapter 2 examines the proven‐

of doing international tax,” and the ideas held by

ance and evolution of the international business

tax specialists shift the focus from a consequential

taxation regime from 1920 to 1963, which laid

logic to a normative one (p. 22). By focusing on the

down the legal and doctrinal foundation for the

veto points in the treaty negotiation process, Hear‐

modern-day tax treaty network. In it, Hearson ar‐

son argues that specialists often hold a de facto

gues that capital-exporting countries expressed a

veto power over nonspecialists within their gov‐

strong preference for cooperation among them‐

ernments and over business lobbies, demonstrat‐

selves, which gave them “repeated and insur‐

ing that “the power of transnational capital is me‐

mountable first-mover advantages” vis-à-vis capit‐

diated through ideas” (p. 24). Through his focus on

al-importing nations (p. 31). Put simply, during the

transnational elite networks, Hearson adopts the

interwar period, lower-income countries did not

assumptive foundations of a constructivist onto‐

join the League of Nations’ Committee of Technical

logy combined with a historical institutionalist ap‐

Experts, which initially convened a small club of

proach to make a compelling case about the struc‐

rich European nations in the early 1920s, until

tural inequity of the international tax regime.

meetings in 1927 and 1928. By that point, they
could not influence the trajectory of draft bilateral

The depth and breadth of Hearson’s compar‐

conventions, and there was considerable path de‐

ative historical research are remarkable and are

pendence. Hearson’s book confirms similar find‐

of the highest caliber of qualitative studies in the
international

business

taxation

literature,

ings in historical studies such as Sunita Jogarajan’s

of

Double Taxation and the League Nations (2018).

which there are relatively few, to my mind.[1] In

Moreover, it shows that the culmination of the

this highly sophisticated and nuanced historical

League’s work on international business taxation

narrative, Hearson contends that “institutions cre‐

was heavily influenced by European powers and

ated from decisions in the past condition the pos‐

favored the interests of capital-exporters. These

sibilities for actions in the future” and explains

deliberations set the tone for the Organisation for

that preexisting institutions reflect the interests of

European Economic Co-operation (OEEC) and

more affluent countries and have historically con‐

OECD’s subsequent work on double taxation,

strained the policy choices for countries in the

which resulted in the highly influential 1963 Mod‐

global South (p. 156). Imposing Standards con‐

el Double Taxation Convention on Income and

trasts with traditional studies on the international

Capital.

tax regime that tend to focus on the issues of tax
avoidance and tax evasion by unscrupulous indi‐

In Imposing Standards, Hearson encourages

viduals and multinationals, and tax havens.[2] In‐

readers to look beyond two received wisdoms

stead, the book breaks new ground by theorizing

about tax treaties, namely that a tax competition

tax in the context of North-South relations, ac‐

motivation encourages capital-importing nations

counting for the enduring influence of great

to negotiate double tax treaties to attract invest‐

power politics and illuminating the structural in‐

ment and that there is a persuasive logic of appro‐

equity hardwired into global tax governance.

priateness concerning tax norms and technical
rules promulgated by the OECD since 1963. First,

To substantiate his empirical and theoretical

in chapter 3, Hearson tells us there is little empir‐

claims, Hearson draws on a rich evidentiary base

ical evidence to support the claim that capital-im‐
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porting nations pursue tax treaties to attract in‐

centered at the OECD, which is a site of epistemic

ward FDI and thus characterizes tax competition

authority. “The politics of knowledge is a critical

as a social, rather than material, fact. Hearson

part of the political economy of the extant tax re‐

refers to this fact as the tax treaties myth. In the

gime,” Hearson tells us (p. 68). As tax treaty spe‐

book’s five case studies, he turns the conventional

cialists become socialized into the transnational

logic on its head by demonstrating that “capital-

policy community of experts that transcends gov‐

exporting countries are frequently the ones initi‐

ernment and business, they reify the norms found

ating and driving negotiations” (p. 5). Hearson ex‐

in the OECD’s Model Tax Treaty and Commentary

plains that we must consider tax competition

on the grounds of economic efficiency and act as

through a cognitive lens, noting that the idea of

authorities and gatekeepers domestically. Follow‐

tax competition is “potent in political debates” and

ing the Bourdiesian tradition, Hearson finds that

that “economic decision making is sustained re‐

the transnational tax policy community is a “site

gardless of the shaky evidence that it brings wel‐

of competition for monopoly of the right to de‐

fare gains, especially to lower-income countries”

termine the law” and that it “divides those quali‐

(p. 50). Hearson grounds his theory in the logic of

fied to participate in the game and those who …

bounded rationality, which stands for the proposi‐

are in fact excluded” (p. 80). For example, at the

tion that actors are not perfectly rational and that

domestic level, Hearson analyzes the British In‐

“people process information through a cognitive-

land Revenue Service’s relations with other

psychological framework” known as a heuristic (p.

branches of government in chapter 5 and finds

53). Historically, a lack of capacity in capital-im‐

that nonspecialists “faced a ‘potential firewall’ if

porting countries has led them to acquiesce to the

met with opposition from the specialists” (p. 80).

aggressive demands of capital-exporters. Thus, the

The OECD also acts as an authority vis-à-vis the

norms and rules underpinning international busi‐

global South, and policy convergence with the

ness taxation are “hegemonic ideas” that coerce

OECD standard is promoted because of its logic of

lower-income nations into conformity with the

appropriateness. This takes place despite that

preferences of higher-income countries (p. 65). In

these very norms are injurious to the distribution‐

the cases of Zambia and Vietnam from the 1970s

al interests of capital-importing nations. At root,

to 1980s, for example, Hearson shows that an

Hearson tells us, tax treaties are concerned with

eagerness to attract investment and lack of tech‐

dividing the tax base between opposing parties

nical expertise led negotiators to make conces‐

with competing claims, and lower-income coun‐

sions their governments later regretted. However,

tries have been denied their fair share. Sub‐

changes in the negotiating capabilities of lower-in‐

sequent chapters on the case studies of the United

come countries led to a shift in approach with the

Kingdom, Zambia, Vietnam, and Cambodia fur‐

global North. Thus, for Hearson, the tax treaties

nish strong primary source evidence for Hearson’s

myth is an unsubstantiated claim that has historic‐

bold claims.

ally prejudiced the view of nonspecialist decision-

Hearson’s monograph is to be lauded for its

makers in the global South due to lack of technical

adoption of a qualitative historical method—a rar‐
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Second, Hearson argues that the dominant

international business taxation, which tend to be

narrative operates via a different causal mechan‐
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ism at the international level. Chapter 4 investig‐
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which permit within-case comparison and illus‐
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ment in the capital-importing nations under in‐
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vestigation. Hearson’s theoretical claims about the
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claims about tax treaty negotiation between the
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global North and global South during the last half-

munity “refers to a group of officials, whether

century.
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Imposing Standards is timely and compelling

teristics including similarities in education and ca‐

historical study of international business taxation,

reer development, a strong sense of affinity to

and it deserves a place on the reading lists of ad‐

each other, and a set of interests defined and artic‐

vanced courses in international tax law and
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theoretical limitations. First, it appears a lynchpin
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ous logic that sustains the community’s normative

inward FDI. On these grounds, Hearson down‐
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of this claim for the overall argument, Hearson
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Similarly, Hearson’s work builds on work on
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the international diffusion of economic liberalism.
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ing Standards is qualitative and historical, the ar‐

would render Hearson’s argument about the hege‐

gument would be more persuasive if the author
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Minor quibbles aside, Imposing Standards is
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